
 
 
 
 
                                                                  

 

                   THE ZIMBABWE EXILE GOVERNMENT AN ANT-ZANU-PF MOVEMENT   

12/05/2011 

Ref: Order to Ban ZANU-PF activities 
 

To the secretary general ZEC(ZIMBABWE  ELECTORAL COMMISION), We write for an 

Order for you to  ban Zimbabwe African National Union –patriotic front (ZANU-PF) in 

participating to political activities inside Zimbabwe. We have highlighted our intentions to 

other states including UN, EU,USA, CANADA,AUSTRALIA,UK, USA,  AU  and etc that 

ZANU-PF activities must be suspended and be banned with immediate effect and we wait a  

respond to our request.  ZANU-PF will never give up Zimbabwe without the spilling of 

blood! 

 

Who is ZANU-PF 

We,  the people, having  declared and launched the people's  democratic revolution against 

the Mugabe regime on the  7th March 2011, follow through and do hereby declare the 

formation of  THE ZIMBABWE EXILE GOVERNMENT AN ANT-ZANU PF 

MOVEMENT,  And we do so believing that this is the right thing to do in the best interest of 

our people and the nation, and rightful alternative exile Government following the outrageous 

and continuous refusal by Mr Mugabe to listen to the will of the people and to serve the 

people as is expected of any Government. 

 It’s beyond dispute that the Mugabe regime has tragically and completely failed to perform 

its basic roles as a Government such that it has completely lost the legitimacy to be 

considered a Government hence the formation of this new ZIMBABWE EXILE 

GOVERNMENT. It failed  to respect, guarantee  and protect  our  most basic and  

fundamental human rights as evidenced by the continuous State Sponsored violence  and 

terror we see everyday against the citizens, illegal arrests of citizens, torture, abuse of 

prisoners and persecution of dissenting voices all whose accumulative effect is the total loss 

of legitimacy on the part of the Mugabe regime. 

Today, more than 68% of our people live in a sea of poverty, more than 90% are 

unemployed, wages are decline and the people live in fear of what is supposed to be their 

"Government". 



And on top of that, there are more outrageous and unacceptable wrongs that the  Mugabe 

regime  has committed for all those 30 years that it  has  been in power. They are guilty of 

committing serious and grave crimes against humanity. They know it and in their quietest 

moments their consciences haunts them.They killed in Matebeleland.  In 2000, they were 

killing people, in 2008 they killed people and right now as we speak, they are killing people 

who are opposed to their wicked reign. 

  

 More to  that, they have committed crimes against humanity through the use of political 

violence, State sponsored, and State coordinated violence. We have seen, and right now we as 

we speak, we are witnessing increased levels of State Sponsored violence as elections loom 

closer. They boast of having degrees in State sponsored violence and today they are 

rightfully declared illegitimate and unfit to rule nor govern. 

  

 And you look at the living conditions of our people? Look at the Civil Servants, now we are 

hearing that there are more than 70 000 ghost workers on the Civil Service Payroll. Who is in 

charge here? 

  Then you look at the sickening depth and levels of corruption? How much exactly are we 

getting from those diamonds we are selling and from every sector of the economy?  Right 

now there is US$300 million which is missing.  Who is getting what out of all these deals? 

Who is benefiting and who is losing? Why could we have so much sickening poverty yet we 

have been blessed by the Creator with more than abundant natural resources and wealth? 

  

 Then we go to the Elections. For us, the people, instead of anticipating elections and relish 

the opportunity to speak our minds on the issues and to meet and interact with new and 

different people, we now dread elections. We dread elections not because we don't have the 

political acumen nor political gravitas to win in a civil, free and fair manner, but we dread 

elections because they have become a euphemism for civil war and civil strife. 

  

And these Elections, instead of being a genuine exercise in which we give full meaning to 

democracy and civic participation in nation building and give our people a genuine chance 

and platform to choose their leaders and representatives, elections have become a mere ritual 

meant to cook up legitimacy. A mere ritual to harass, intimidate, torture, beat and kill people, 

as long as it buys this autocratic regime another day in office. 

  

And you look at the outrageous rigging and stealing that characterizes these Elections. Right 

now, there is more than 1 million ghost voters on the Voters Roll. 

  



We see them launching Operations to terrorize people. Operation Mavhotera  Papi. Operation 

Jongwe  ngarigare  mumusha. 

  

So as you can all see, the sins, crimes and wrongs of this Mugabe regime are not just many, 

they are outrageous, heinous, wicked and even though forgivable may not be forgettable. The 

best forgiveness we can give them right now is if they take heed of this impending 

revolutionary tide and step down NOW and give way to free and fair elections which must 

lead to a new democratic Government of the people's free and uncoerced choice. 

  

And given the countless heinous crimes, wrongs and sins of this regime, forming a new 

alternative  exile Government  is  no longer a matter of responsibility but an obligation for the 

citizens of conscience, and it is in light of this incontestable  fundamental truth that today, we 

the people declare and form the ZIMBABWE EXILE GOVERNMENT  which will exercise 

all the full  Executive, Judiciary and Legislative  roles, responsibilities and powers  of  

Government in the best interest of the people of Zimbabwe and the nation   until such a time 

when a new  democratically elected  Government is in place. 

 

It is an insult for ZANU-PF to come to Diaspora of Zimbabwe here in S.A and talk of 

sanctions as if we are in Diaspora as a result of good gesture, and they are forgetting that we 

are here as a result of torture and mismanagement of the country by them. The same 

perpetrators of violence the National Chairman of ZANU-PF Mr Didmus Mutasa and 

company are following us in exile without any sign of remorse and they expect us to treat 

them with kind. What happened last Saturday on 07/05/2011 is a warning of what is to come 

if they do not repent openly. Yes we can fold our hands at home due to the Movement For 

Democratic Change- Tsvangirai (MDC-T) PROTOCOLS, but here in Diaspora  the 

movement  has the capacity and strategic partners who are ready and willing to sacrifice lives 

for the truth through demonstration and forcefully stopping zanu-pf operations  which will 

put us in danger again. At the moment we will not say much about what happened here in SA 

because we got nothing to prove to anybody but    ZANUY-PF knows the truth and we would 

like to thank the SA Police for showing ZANU-PF what is military reform.  As we are 

seeking military reform within the Zimbabwean side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

A CAMPAIGN TO BAN ZANU-PF a Ku Klux Klan movement 

A CAMPAIGN TO BAN ZANU-PF ..This have been  LAUNCHED recently , The 

Zimbabwe exile govt  an ant-zanu-pf movement is going to be leading on the campaign 

and all other activism groups are welcome  to join or act as auxiliary so long we are in 

the same game. (Zimbabwe African National Union patriotic front (ZANU-PF) in Zimbabwe 

rules with an iron fist. ZANU-PF must be banned both to internationally or nationally, zanu-

pf is a group of terrorist, attacking villagers in Zimbabwe, they abduct political and human 

rights activists daily, zanu-pf is a twin brother of Osama bin laden, ZANU-Pf is the KU 

KLUX KLAN of Zimbabwe... through out the war of liberation struggle, the world 

discovered THROUGH LORD SOAMES that zanu-pf was a violence party and Lord Soames 

at one point wanted to ban zanu-pf in participating the elections of 1980 after a bus full of 

Bishop Abel  Muzorewa suppoters were killed...see video      

youtube:The Fall of the Rhodesian Empire  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kW2YRTxSFmw&feature=related 

Most of the members are brainwashed, they hate whites and also they hate any person who 

love whites. They have shown their game when they massacred white farmers. They are also 

communist with ideologies to hate any Zimbabwe political parties which supports the west, 

and they love the idea of autocracy including one party state ,yet the idea of one party state 

have taken 35 000 lives of ndebele speakers immediately after independence by the name 

operation Gukurahundi. People in rural areas just in 20011 have fallen victims to this 

movement, many houses have been burnt and property confiscated, including radios. They 

are officially training there members at Boader gazi centre, taking the national budget 

supposed to usher the police and the Zimbabwe National Army.  

 

There violence have lead to the unanimous killing of Tonderai ndira , and calling him a 

dissident in the national news, also they have killed Joshua bakacheza whom they burried in 

open air for birds and vultures to feed on him. Recently some 2000 fresh bodies have been 

exhumed in Mt Darwin area and more bodies are expected.  These bodies were in drums 

covered with sulphuric acid and were very fresh bodies of less than 30yrs yet the zanu-pf 

regime blames the previous government of Rhodesia. In 2008 about 200 army officers 

disappeared in the army as a linkage of a coupe alarm, yet open firing to execute these 

soldiers happened. Recently there was a massacre on residence of Marangi Diamond mines 

and the army took almost 1000 lives and some of these victims are believed to be some of the 

bodies in the mines of mt dawin.  

To defend yourself from being killed, being abducted, being beaten by states man it does not 

mean you are committing violence or you are doing venganza, people of Zimbabwe please 

lets understand what is violence especially when the opposition is going to protect it's self... 

pasi ne zanu-pf Ku Klux Klan of ZIMBABWE.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kW2YRTxSFmw&feature=related


  

 

 

Words of courage from  Martin DaWilliam  ''vanhu wekuZimbabwe ... hamunyari , munoda 

kuregerera vamwe vachidyiwa neshumba.. so long imimi zviri right mumba menyu, pedzezvo 

mu nyepera shoko pa chi christo, hanzi ticha namata zvichapera.. nyarara hako,, mugabe 

achaenda gehena... muchristo akaita sei iyeyo anoda kuti mweya vechi sikwa chamwari 

uyende geyena... stanai kunyepera vanhu....Joshua aka simuka , akakumbira Jehova 

wehondo, even moses fought wars.. to get his way through to the promised land... God will 

come if we start our action to free our selves from bondage.. JEHOVA, WEHONDO 

ANOUYA KUZOBATSIRA...naizvozvo,, nyaya yekuti violence iyo, vanhu hamusati manyatso 

kuinzwisisa. hatisi kutaura domestic vilolence asi tiri kutaura kuti ... we are defending 

ourselves.'' 

Ku Klux Klan,  

Often abbreviated KKK and informally known as The Klan, is the name of three distinct past 

and present far-right organizations in the United States, which have advocated extremist 

reactionary currents such as white supremacy, white nationalism, and anti-immigration, 

historically expressed through terrorism. Since the mid-20th century, the KKK has also been 

anti-communist; the current manifestation is splintered into several chapters and is classified 

as a hate group. The first Klan flourished in the South in the 1860s, and then died out by the 

early 1870s. Members adopted white costumes: robes, masks, and conical hats, designed to 



be outlandish and terrifying, and to hide their identities. The second KKK flourished 

nationwide in the early and mid 1920s, and adopted the same costumes and code words as the 

first Klan, while introducing cross burnings The third KKK emerged after World War II and 

was associated with opposing the civil rights movement and progress among minorities. The 

second and third incarnations of the Ku Klux Klan made frequent reference to America's 

"Anglo-Saxon" and "Celtic" blood, harking back to 19th-century nativism and claiming 

descent from the original 18th-century British colonial revolutionaries. All incarnations of the 

Klan have well-established records of engaging in terrorism, though historians debate how 

widely the tactic was supported by the membership of the second KKK. 

The first Klan was founded in 1865 in Pulaski, Tennessee, as a terrorist organization by 

veterans of the Confederate Army. They named it after the Greek word 'kuklos", which 

means circle. The name means "Circle of Brothers. 
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white farmer killed and his land taken forcifully by zanu-pf thugs. 

 

 

Union Army veterans in mountainous Blount County, Alabama, organized "the anti-Ku 

Klux". They put an end to violence by threatening Klansmen with reprisals unless they 

stopped whipping Unionists and burning black churches and schools. Armed blacks 

formed their own defence in Bennettsville, South Carolina and patrolled the streets to 

protect their homes. National sentiment gathered to crack down on the Klan, even though 

some Democrats at the national level questioned whether the Klan really existed or believed 

that it was just a creation of nervous Southern Republican governors. Many southern states 

began to pass anti-Klan legislation. 

 

Thank you. 

Head of the movement: Rt Hon William M Chinyanga 

Contact us  

MOBILE:  

http://thezimbabweexilegovt.wordpress.com/ 

http://thezimbabweexilegovt.wordpress.com/


Private address to be changed soon, FOR WE ARE LOOKING FOR OFFICES  IN UK, for ASAP please 

contact by email OR MOBILE PHONE then we give you the address to sent hard copies , 

 

 


